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We seek to identify important political committees and states in re-
cent election cycles by applying centrality measures to networks
formed from political campaign data. One network we focus on is the
senatorial bipartite committee-state network, which denotes relation-
ships between committees and senatorial candidates from a specific
state. We find that a state’s weighted PageRank score correlates
to the contentiousness of that state’s senatorial election, and that
the important committees of a given senatorial election cycle tend to
reflect contemporary trends in national political discourse. The po-
litical action committee associated with the National Rifle Associa-
tion is found to be the single-most important committee by weighted
PageRank. By analyzing the community that contains this committee
as detected by the Louvain algorithm, we find that network commu-
nity structure corresponds to real-life political relationships. Further-
more, we utilize another community detection algorithm to split this
network into two groups, and find that a state’s community tends to
correlate to the party that won that state’s senatorial election.
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In recent years, United States politics has become increas-1

ingly more partisan. As bipartisan compromise has become2

less frequent and more politically charged, the Democratic3

and Republican parties have tried to win as many Senate and4

House seats as possible in order to pass legislation congruent5

to their ideals without depending on support from members6

of the opposing party. In order to garner the voter support7

necessary to win elections, candidates often rely on financial8

backing from various entities, such as the political party itself9

or Politcal Action Committees (PACs).10

In this paper, we look at two networks formed from po-11

litical campaign data. The first is a committee-committee12

network that traces how money moves between committees.13

The second is a bipartite committee-state network, wherein an14

edge is defined between a committee and a state if a commit-15

tee donates money to a candidate running for a seat in that16

state. Since PACs tend to support those candidates that they17

believe will enact policies that support their interests, we posit18

that the structure of the latter network may be influenced19

by contentiousness of elections and by contemporary political20

issues. As such, we try to identify the important nodes of21

these networks by utilizing centrality measures, and aim to22

see if we can detect communities in the networks that reflect23

political affiliation.24

Data Acquisition and Cleaning25

The United States Federal Election Commission (FEC) is the26

federal agency tasked with enforcing campaign finance law.27

All candidates for US House of Representatives, US Senate, 28

and President must register with the FEC in order to perform 29

election-related financial transactions, as must labor unions, 30

PACs, and candidates’ political campaign committees. Each 31

such entity is assigned a unique FEC code. 32

Andrew Waugh compiled a list of transactions filed with 33

the FEC for presidential, Senate, and House elections between 34

1980 and 2010, organized by two-year election cycle (1). He 35

also compiled a list of all House, senatorial, and presidential 36

candidates for each election cycle, with associated meta-data, 37

as well as a list of all entities with an FEC code for each 38

election cycle. We obtain this dataset courtesy of Professor 39

Porter (2). Each transaction in the dataset represents money 40

received or disbursed by an entity with an FEC code. The FEC 41

tags each transaction with a code that describes the nature of 42

the transaction, like whether the transaction represents the 43

candidate loaning money to his campaign, or an individual 44

donating money to a PAC, or a PAC contributing money to a 45

candidate, or one of a multitude of other scenarios. 46

The Committee-Committee Network. A group of codes – 24C, 47

24E, 24F, 24H, 24K, 24R, and 24Z – delineate money being 48

disbursed by an entity with an FEC code to another entity 49

with an FEC code. Because we are interested in studying the 50

network comprised of committees transferring money to other 51

committees, we filter the dataset to only include transactions 52

tagged with these codes. Thus, we form a directed edgelist 53

between committee-nodes, where a transaction between two 54

committees represents a directed edge from the sending com- 55
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mittee to the receiving committee. Each edge is assigned56

a weight equal to the amount of money transferred in that57

transaction. We refer to this weighted, directed network as58

the committee-committee network.59

For this network, we primarily focus on the 2010 election60

cycle. After selecting out only the transactions with the61

appropriate 24_ tags, we obtain a network of 7,883 nodes62

and 356,004 edges, with a total of $885,266,972 transferred63

between committees. Since the weight of each edge represents64

the amount of money moving from the sending committee to65

the receiving committee, we expect it to be positive. However,66

7,828 transactions – representing $15,574,220 and 1.8% of the67

money in the original network – have non-positive amounts.68

Given the scope of this project, we simply remove these edges69

and create a final weighted, directed network of 7,757 nodes70

and 348,176 edges. Further analysis would try to determine71

if these non-positive monetary amounts were a result of an72

error in how the data was compiled, or if they in fact represent73

money moving in the opposite direction, from the node usually74

designated the “receiving” node to the node usually designated75

the “sending” node.76

The Bipartite Committee-State Network. We create a second77

type of network from this dataset in order to study how po-78

litical campaign contributions relate to voting patterns and79

election results. To do this, we focus only on senatorial elec-80

tions, which occur every two years. To create this network, we81

select out those transactions from the committee-committee82

network which transfer money to general election senatorial83

candidates or their associated campaign committees. Since84

each candidate is associated with a state, we can collapse this85

committee-senatorial candidate edgelist by state, thus pro-86

ducing the committee-state edgelist that defines the bipartite87

committee-state network. Each edge between a committee88

and a state indicates that the committee donated money to89

a general-election senatorial candidate in that state in that90

election cycle. The weight associated with each edge represents91

the sum total of money a committee donated to candidates92

from that state.93

We primarily study the networks associated with the 200894

and 2010 general senatorial elections. Even though only 3395

seats were up in 2008, and 34 in 2010, all 50 states appear in96

both networks. We suspect that candidates campaigning early97

for seats available in those other states in future election cycles98

received some money during the election cycles in question,99

and thus states associated with such candidates appeared100

in our networks. The 2008 network has 14,567 edges and101

2,371 nodes, with 2,321 committees and 50 states, while the102

2010 network has 15,769 edges and 2,677 nodes, with 2,627103

committees and 50 states.104

Methods105

Centrality Measures. We want to see if we can determine im-
portant committees and states in a given election cycle utiliz-
ing centrality measures, which attempt to identify important
nodes in a network. One type of centrality measure is eigen-
vector centrality, which considers a node important if it itself
is connected to other important nodes. Eigenvector centrality
is simply the vector x that satisfies

Ax = λx

where A is the adjacency matrix associated with the network, 106

and λ is A’s largest eigenvalue. The Perron-Frobrenius theo- 107

rem guarantees that if the network is strongly connected, λ’s 108

associated eigenvector can be chosen to have strictly positive 109

components (3, p. 170). 110

However, our committee-committee network is not strongly 111

connected; the largest connected component of the network is 112

just nine nodes. This makes sense since once money reaches a 113

particular candidate, that individual is more likely to utilize 114

those funds to aid his own campaign instead of transferring the 115

money to other committees or campaigns. Since this network 116

is perhaps more similar to a directed acyclic graph than to a 117

strongly connected component, eigenvector centrality is not 118

the appropriate tool to study it. 119

Instead, we turn to PageRank, a variant of eigenvector
centrality particularly well-suited to directed acyclic graphs
because of its teleportation parameter α. PageRank can be
expressed as the leading eigenvector solution to

(αA+ (1− α)v1T )x = x

where α ∈ [0, 1], A is the weighted adjacency matrix, 1 is 120

a column vector of 1’s, and v describes the teleportation 121

strategy, the probability of jumping to some random node in 122

the network instead of moving to a neighboring node when 123

traveling from a given node. When we set α to be 1, we recover 124

eigenvector centrality. By default, vj is taken as 1
N

for all 125

j, where N is the number of nodes in the network, but can 126

be customized to describe other teleportation strategies (4). 127

Because of this teleportation parameter, PageRank can be 128

used to study the importance of nodes in networks that are not 129

strongly connected, like the committee-committee network. 130

Community Detection. We also want to apply community de-
tection to these networks to see if communities found by such
algorithms correspond to actual political relationships. One
common method of community detection is to organize nodes
in groups in such a way that maximize modularity, a quantity
that is defined as

Q = 1
2m

∑
ij

(Aij −
kikj

2m ) δ(ci, cj)

where m is the number of edges in the network, Aij is the ijth 131

entry of the adjacency matrix associated with the network, 132

ki is the degree of node i, and ci represents the community 133

that node i belongs to. δ(ci, cj) is 1 if nodes i and j are in the 134

same community, and 0 otherwise (3, p. 224). 135

One popular implementation of modularity-based commu- 136

nity detection is the Louvain algorithm, which is well-suited for 137

weighted networks like the committee-state network (5). This 138

algorithm is split into two phases. In the first, each node is 139

assigned to its own community. The algorithm places i in the 140

community of each of it’s neighbors, and calculates the change 141

in modularity for the network as a whole associated with each 142

change of community. After it tests each neighboring node, 143

the algorithm places i in the community that yields the largest 144

increase in modularity for the network as a whole, and if no 145

increase is possible, i remains in its original community. The 146

second phase of the algorithm creates a second network from 147

the communities that were created in the first phase, with 148

each first-phase community representing a node of this new 149

network. Intra-community edges are represented as self-edges 150
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for a given node, and inter-community edges from nodes in151

one community to a given node in another community are152

represented as multiedges between community-nodes. The153

first phase of the algorithm is once again applied to this new154

network until no further modularity increases occur.155

Fig. 1. The modularity of the committee-committee network for different step sizes of
the Walktrap algorithm for community detection.

The Walktrap Algorithm. Since the committee-committee net-156

work is weighed and directed, we use the Pons and Latapy157

Walktrap algorithm (6) for community detection, which max-158

imizes the modularity score and is efficient for complex net-159

works. The hierarchial agglomerative method uses random160

walks to calculate the distances between nodes. Clusters are161

computed by using Markov chains on the random walks. If two162

nodes are in the same community, the probability to get to a163

third node located in the same community through a random164

walk should not be very different for i and j. The distance165

is constructed by summing these differences over all nodes,166

with a correction for the degree. The Walktrap algorithm uses167

the property that a random walker traversing the network168

will likely get stuck within a community. In Figure 1 we see169

that as we increase the step size of a random walker on our170

committee-committee network, the modularity of the network171

stabilizes.172

Results173

The Committee-Committee Network. We use weighted PageR-174

ank to identify the important nodes in this network. As shown175

in Figure 2, the two most important nodes, by a significant176

Fig. 2. Top nine weighted PageRank results on the committee-committee network in
2010.

margin, are the Democratic Congressional Campaign Com- 177

mittee (DCCC)and the National Republican Congressional 178

Committee (NRCC), the entities responsible for raising money 179

to support House candidates from the Democratic and Repub- 180

lican parties, respectively. We also use Walktrap community 181

detection to cluster communities. In Figure 1 we see that 182

more recent years have a slightly lower modularity. Perhaps 183

this is an indication that networks are more insular in recent 184

years. We also see a slight variation in presidential election 185

years, which needs to be confirmed with further analysis. 186

States and Weighted PageRank. In order to identify the im- 187

portant nodes of the committee-state network, we compute the 188

weighted PageRank centrality scores for each of the nodes. Un- 189

surprisingly, as shown in Table 1, states tend to have relatively 190

high weighted PageRank scores when compared to most of the 191

committees in the network, as individual states usually receive 192

a lot more money from committees than individual commit- 193

tees donate to candidates running in a particular state. Two 194

exceptions in the 2010 senatorial election year are the National 195

Rifle Association Political Victory Fund (NRA-PVF), which 196

has the highest weighted PageRank score in the entire network 197

across states and committees alike, and the American Cross- 198

roads PAC, which has a score between that of Washington 199

and Illinois. 200

Table 1. 2010 Committee-State Network by Weighted PageRank

Name Weighted PageRank
National Rifle Association PVF 0.037716369
Pennsylvania 0.030960336
Colorado 0.028719673
Nevada 0.025300206
Missouri 0.023812033
Ohio 0.022040072
Florida 0.021850998
California 0.021757912
Washington 0.021361687
American Crossroads 0.019941478
Illinois 0.017467654
Arkansas 0.016379646
Alaska 0.015171672
North Carolina 0.014467764
New York 0.014176559

When we rank the states by weighted PageRank in the 201

2010 network, we find an interesting correlation between a 202

state’s centrality to the network by weighted PageRank and 203

the contentiousness of a state’s Senate election, as shown 204

in Figure 3 (7). In general, states with close election races 205

tend to have higher PageRank scores since committees and 206

interested parties will often pour money into vulnerable seats 207

in an attempt to win those elections. 208

For example, the outcome of the 2010 Pennsylvania Sen- 209

ate race between Republican Pat Toomey and Democrat Joe 210

Sestak was categorized as a toss-up by many analysts in the 211

months leading up to the election (8). Toomey ultimately 212

defeated Sestak 51-49. Pennsylvania has a PageRank score of 213

.039, the highest score of any state in the network. In con- 214

trast, states like Arizona - where 2008 Republican presidential 215

candidate and four-term senator John McCain handily beat 216

a relatively unknown Democratic challenger 58.7-35.4 - have 217
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Fig. 3. Comparison of weighted PageRank of state nodes in the committee-state network (left) versus the winning margin of senatorial elections (right), in 2010 and 2008 (top
and bottom respectively). Higher values of weighted PageRank are shaded darkly, as is lower winning margin. The winning margin is calculated using |win(%)−

∑
loss(%)|,

provided the candidate received at least 10% of the vote, and ranges from 1.02% to 25% in 2010, and from 1.25% to 30% in 2008.

PageRank scores an entire order of magnitude smaller than218

that of Pennsylvania.219

We find similar results in the 2008 committee-state network,220

as seen in Figure 3.221

Committees and Weighted PageRank. As seen in Table 1, the222

single most important committee in the 2010 network is the223

NRA-PVF. Other important nodes in this network include224

American Crossroads, a PAC that promotes conservative Re-225

publican candidates (9); the National Republican Senate Com-226

mittee, the arm of the Republican party that raises money227

to support Republican senatorial candidates nationwide; the228

National Right to Life PAC, which supports candidates that229

are anti-abortion (10); the Senate Conservatives Fund, a PAC230

that promotes conservative Republican Senatorial candidates231

in an attempt to unseat more moderate Republicans (11), and232

Alaskans Standing Together, a super PAC that supported233

establishment Republican write-in senatorial candidate Lisa234

Murkowski, who narrowly won the three-way 2010 Alaskan235

Senate race as a write-in candidate against a Democratic can-236

didate and the conservative Tea Party Republican candidate237

that had defeated the incumbent Murkowski in the primary238

election (12).239

Although the Republicans failed to take a majority in the240

Senate in 2010, the efforts of these Republican-leaning PACs241

and others like them yielded the Republican Party a six-seat242

gain in the Senate, and also installed a conservative wing in243

both the US House and Senate that influenced, and continues244

to influence, American politics and legislation. The influence245

these PACs exerted on American politics in the 2010 election246

cycle is evident in the network structure.247

As seen in Figure 4, in addition to the NRA-PVF and248

National Right to Life PACs, most of the other important249

committees in the 2008 network are in some way involved250

with the healthcare industry, including the American Medical251

Association; the Service Employee International Union, a252

labor union that largely represents employees of the healthcare253

industry (13); The International Association of Firefighters,254

Fig. 4. Top nodes in the committee-state network by weighted PageRank in 2008.
Only PACs with weighted PageRank > 0.002 are shown.

a labor union representing firefighters and paramedics; the 255

American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons; and the American 256

Hospital Association. In the 2008 presidential election, one 257

of the fundamental promises of Democratic candidate Barack 258

Obama’s platform was universal healthcare for all Americans. 259

From this network, we can see that in 2008, the national 260

debate over healthcare filtered down to the Senate races and 261

clearly impacted the structure of the network. 262

Modularity Community Detection and Political Party. We use 263

undirected modularity to group the committee-state network 264

nodes in communities. Using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox’s 265

modularity_und algorithm, we detect two communities in each 266

of the committee-state networks. Since United States politics 267

is largely a two-party system, with most candidates identifying 268

as belonging to one or the other of the two major political 269

parties, we suspect that this partition may have perhaps split 270

the network along party lines. 271

In order to compare this to real-life phenomena, we de- 272

cided to assign each state and each committee a label. Each 273

state was assigned the party of the candidate who won the 274

general senatorial election in that state; states that appeared 275

in our network but did not have a Senate election in that 276

cycle were labeled ’other’. We assigned the label ’Democrat’ 277
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the modularity community detection (left) to winning party (right) in the 2010 and 2008, (top and bottom, respectively) senatorial elections.

to committees if they, in sum, donated more money to can-278

didates affiliated with Democratic party than to candidates279

affiliated with the Republican party, and labeled committees280

’Republican’ if the opposite was true.281

Figures 5 and 6 compare the partitions created by both282

community detection and party affiliation. We suspect the fact283

that 2008 was a presidential election year has some relationship284

with the fact that our results for 2008 were more accurate than285

our results for 2010; further research would try to analyze286

the difference between presidential election years and non-287

presidential election years to see if this is a general trend if288

either year is an outlier.289

Fig. 6. Comparison of the modularity community detection algorithm on all nodes
and party associated with that node (left and right, respectively). The top row is 2010,
which has an accuracy of 53.7%. The bottom row is 2008, which has an accuracy
of 65.2%. Green nodes in the figures on the left denote states that did not have
senatorial elections that year.

Louvain Community Detection and the NRA. In both the 2008290

and 2010 committee-state networks, the NRA-PVF had one291

of the highest weighted PageRank scores. As seen in Table 1,292

in 2010 the NRA-VCF is the single-most important node in 293

the network by weighted PageRank, outscoring all states and 294

all other committees, including even the National Republican 295

Senate Committee and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign 296

Committee. In 2008, the NRA is outscored by several states 297

but is still the most important committee in the network by 298

weighted PageRank. 299

Because the NRA features so prominently in each of these 300

networks, we decide to analyze this node further by studying 301

its community in each year. We apply the community_louvain 302

algorithm from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox in MATLAB 303

to both networks, and find that there are 398 nodes in the 304

NRA community in 2010, and 433 in 2008; Figure 7 highlights 305

the nodes in the NRA Community in each year. There are 306

72 committees that appeared in the NRA community in both 307

years. We utilize the Center for Responsive Politics’ OpenSe- 308

crets website to analyze four nodes chosen randomly from this 309

list: the Virginian-Carolinian Peanut Ownership Membership 310

PAC, which has clear geographic ties to the region in which 311

the NRA tends to operate; the National Ocean Industries 312

Association, an oil lobbying PAC that tends to donate to Re- 313

publican candidates, like the NRA; the Conservative Victory 314

Fund, a PAC that supports conservative Republican House 315

and senatorial candidates; and the Association of Kentucky 316

Fried Chicken Franchisees Inc PAC. 317

A fair portion of the committees that appear in the NRA 318

community in both years seem to have geographical, political, 319

or ideological ties to the same conservative wing of US politics 320

that the NRA is known to support (14); communities detected 321

by the Louvain algorithm seem to correlate to actual political 322

factions. 323

Discussion 324

The committee-committee network gives expected results: the 325

DCCC and NRCC have by far the highest weighted PageRank 326

scores of the network. However, we note in Figure 1 that the 327

modularity of each year varies considerably. This may be due 328

to presidential elections, which occur every four years, or it 329

may be due to a changing political landscape over time. Six 330
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Fig. 7. The green nodes are nodes detected to be in the same community as the
NRA by the Louvain algorithm in the committee-state networks for 2008 (left) and
2010 (right).

years is not enough data points to identify a trend, so we331

suggest that further research is necessary to form a conclusion.332

The bipartite committee-state network yields far more inter-333

esting results. We believe that money is a proxy for political334

power in that candidates utilize donor money to influence335

the electorate in order to win elections. Our findings justify336

this belief. We find a correlation between donation activity337

and contentious elections as measured by weighted PageR-338

ank on states, a correlation between unweighted modularity339

community detection and the outcome of those elections, and340

a correlation between unweighted community detection and341

the associated party of a PAC. Finally, we identify influential342

PACs using weighted PageRank.343

Further Research. Since the dataset we were given only344

recorded transactions through the 2010 elections, we would345

be interested in getting data from more recent election cycles346

in order to study more recent trends in American politics.347

Furthermore, we believe that the methodology used to create348

the bipartite committee-state network can be extended to349

study other sorts of elections, including presidential elections,350

primaries, and House races. In particular, we suspect that351

studying the committee-House district bipartite network of a352

particular state over a period of several election cycles could353

be used to analyze the effects of gerrymandering - the prac-354

tice of manipulating district boundaries in order to benefit a355

particular political party in elections.356

Additionally, we speculate that there is some element of357

preferential attachment that underlies the structure of these358

geographic-committee networks: candidates who win a seat359

are probably more likely to get more money in future election360

cycles than new or failed candidates. Geographic-committee361

networks could probably thus be studied as an application of362

the preferential attachment model.363
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